SPONSORSHIP ORDER FORM 2017

Sponsors/Benefactors Information:
Company: __________________________________________
Contact: ___________________________ Title: ___________________
Address: _______________________________________________________
City: _______________________________ State: ___________________ ZIP: ____________________
Telephone: __________________________ Fax: __________________________
Email: _______________________________________________________

SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

☐ Platinum Level: $30,000
Your organization will be named in all events, print promotion and PR, have a rolling credit on programming and your organization’s name will be featured on an individual plaque placed near the entrance to the Alley. Your organization will be awarded a piece of sculpture or art specifically made for the Platinum level. In addition, the Alley will be made available on an agreed upon date for an exclusive function for your organization and invitation list. Dohm Alley designers and representative artists will make themselves available to you to attend the function. You are entitled to a behind-the-scenes meet-and-greet with the Dohm Alley artists, as well as an exclusive dinner hosted by the creators and architects of the project. You will receive up to 30 Design @ Dohm Alley T-shirts specially made for our Sponsors.

☐ Gold Level: $20,000
Your organization will be named in all events, print promotion and PR, have a rolling credit on programming and your organization’s name will be featured on a plaque near the entrance to the Alley. Your organization will be awarded a piece of sculpture or art specifically made for the Gold level. In addition, you are entitled to a behind-the-scenes meet-and-greet with the Dohm Alley artists and a multi-sponsor dinner hosted by the creators and architects of the project. You will receive up to 20 Design @ Dohm Alley T-shirts specially made for our Sponsors.

☐ Topic-Sponsorship Level: $15,000
This level entitles your organization the unique opportunity of generating original educational programming on an agreed-upon topic. In addition, your organization will be named in all print promotion and PR with a rolling credit on programming specific to the approved sponsored content, and your organization’s name will be prominently displayed in the Alley for the duration of the sponsored topic. You are entitled to a behind-the-scenes meet-and-greet with the Dohm Alley artists and a multi-sponsor dinner hosted by the creators and architects of the project.

To make a contribution online:
Visit www.dohmalley.org

Make checks payable to:
Princeton Future
P.O. Box 1172
Princeton NJ, 08542
Memo For:
Design @ Dohm Alley

All contributions are tax deductible. Princeton Future Inc. is a tax exempt 501(c)(3) corporation, EIN # 22-3756013, as approved by the IRS.

Questions:
Phone: 609-921-2434
E-mail: design@dohmalley.org
SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

☐ **Silver Level: $10,000**
Your organization will be named in all print promotion and PR and your organization’s name will be featured on a plaque near the top of the Alley. You will be given the opportunity to win a piece of sculpture or art made specifically for this level and you can receive up to 10 Design @ Dohm Alley T-shirts specially made for our Sponsors.

☐ **Bronze Level: $5,000**
Your organization will be named in all print promotion and PR and your organization’s name will be featured on a plaque in the Alley. You will have the opportunity to win a piece of art made specifically for this level and you can receive up to 5 Design @ Dohm Alley T-shirts specially made for our Sponsors.

☐ **Small Business, Family or Individual Benefactors:**

☐ **$2,500** – Business, family or individual name displayed in the Alley, up to 10 T-shirts, and the chance to win a piece of art created specifically for this level. Your name or business will be included in print PR.

☐ **$1,000** – Business, family or individual name displayed in the Alley, up to 5 T-shirts, and 15 chances to win a piece of art from one of the project artists.

☐ **$500** – Up to 2 T-shirts plus 10 chances to win a piece of art created specifically for project benefactors.

☐ **$100** – Entered to win a piece of art created specifically for project benefactors.

COME AND JOIN US.

Become a benefactor or organizational sponsor of Design @ Dohm Alley.

We can accept donations of any size

on our website or at events.

To make a contribution online:
Visit www.dohmalley.org

Make checks payable to:
Princeton Future
P.O. Box 1172
Princeton NJ, 08542

Memo For:
Design @ Dohm Alley

All contributions are tax deductible. Princeton Future Inc. is a tax exempt 501(c)(3) corporation, EIN # 22-3756013, as approved by the IRS.

Questions:
Phone: 609-921-2434
E-mail: design@dohmalley.org

www.dohmalley.org